PERFECT DELIVERY IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE OUR CLIENTS WITH A SMOOTH
JOURNEY AND A QUALITY RESULT, WITH NO SURPRISES AT HANDOVER.

WHAT IS PERFECT DELIVERY?
THE FOUR PILLARS

Perfect Delivery is the
standard that SHAPE
teams work towards
on every one of our
projects.
It represents our
dedication to
ensuring that your
project experience is
everything you expect,
and better.

On Time

Zero Defects

Finishing the project
on the agreed date

At Handover

Manuals &
Training

Key Client
Value (KCV)

Provided within one
week of Handover

Delivering the Key
Client Value, defined
by the client

EXPERIENCE
BETTER

THE PERFECT DELIVERY PROCESS

Identify what’s most
important to you

Delivering excellence,
everyday

Final inspection and
on time handover

We will work with you from day one
to identify the one thing you believe is
critical to the project’s success
(we call this the Key Client Value).

Regular site walk-throughs (with you
and our subcontractors) help us
proactively identify and solve issues as
we progress, and keep the focus on
Perfect Delivery throughout the project.

Before we hand over the keys, we’ll
take you on a final tour to inspect your
new space and ensure it is defect free
and that we have achieved your Key
Client Value.

Setting Expectations
from Day One
We discuss the expectations and
benefits of targeting Perfect Delivery
with our supply chain partners, and
make sure they understand your Key
Client Value.

Your stamp of approval
Most importantly, only you can tell us
if we’ve succeeded. If you’re satisfied
that we have achieved all four PD
objectives our team will ask you to
acknowledge this by signing a Perfect
Delivery certificate.

Keeping you in the loop

Manuals and training

Tell us what you think

We keep you in the loop with regular
project updates because we believe
that project delivery is as much about
the journey as the destination.

Within a week of handover we will
give you all your operating and
maintenance manuals, and any training
you need in using your new space.

Four to six weeks after handover we
will ask you to complete a Client
Experience Survey. Your feedback will
help us keep improving the experience
for all our clients.

EXPERIENCE
BETTER

